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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The economy of the state of Oklahoma is increasingly reflecting ~ forei~n 
trade orientation. Currently Oklahoma ranks twenty-fourth among the states of 
this nation in exported goods and services. In 1983, Oklahoma's export of 
manufactured goods totaled $1.6 billion. Another $955 million was attributed 
to export sales from out-of-state firms yielding $2.55 billion of export-
related shipments. In 1983, an estimated 11,400 jobs in Oklahoma were 
directly related to producing manufactured exports. Approximately another 
8,600 jobs were required to produce materials and parts for incorporation in 
products exported from elsewhere in the United States. Thus 25,500 jobs in 
Oklahoma were associated with the export of manufactured goods. This 
constitutes one of every eight manufacturing jobs in the state. 
The magnitude of foreign trade is quite encouraging. However, there is 
much room for improvement. In this time of financial stress in the state 
caused by the downturn of the agriculture and oil industries, a growth in 
sales to international markets would help provide the growth necessary for the 
state to prosper. 
An increase in the exporting activities of the state would also aid the 
United Stat~s as a whole. In 1985, the federal trade deficit was $148.5 
billion. b·: L1r the highest it has ever been. It is estimated that just 2,000 
comp<:::ic:s. r:JJSt of them r::ultir:.ationals, account for 80 % of all United States 
cxnorts. Tl1c [nitcd States Department of Commerce estimates that 20,000 
Cr1it0d States firms could successfully sell in foreign markets, but are 
currently not doing so. It is important to the economy of the United States 
that the 20,000 small and mediwn-sized firms initiate exporting activities. 
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To Jomonstrate Oklahoma State Universitv's commitment to international 
trade and its development in the state, the Center for International Trade 
Development (CITD) was founded in March, 1985. The purpose of the CITD is to 
coordinate, enlarge, and make accessible the resources of the universitv that 
contribute to the solutions of problems, as well as the identification of 
opportunities, arising from our increasing international dependence. The 
CITD's mission is clearly to serve Oklahoma and Oklahoma businesses by 
marshalling its talents and resources on behalf of international trade 
development. In order to achieve its objectives in this area, it is essential 
that it be responsive to its market, the business community of Oklahoma. 
As an initial activity for the center, a major survey of Oklahoma 
manufacturers has been conducted by College of Business Administration 
faculty. This study provides baseline information on the status of exporting 
activity among Oklahoma manufacturing firms. The results provide information 
concer11ing the level of exporting activity by industry, markets served, and 
firm characteristics. The study also aids in determining impediments to 
expanding the exporting activity of the state and possible solutions that have 
been implemented to overcome these obstacles. Finally, it provides basic 
indications about the type of assistance and education most needed by the 
small and medium-sized firms of the state. 
In the sections to follow, the methodology of the study will be 
explained. Then, the findings of the study are presented. The final section 
o[ the paper will briefly summarize the results and provide managerial 
implications and conclusions. As a side note, an overview of the primary 
literature on export behavior of businesses is presented in Appendix B. 
literature revie\v provides insight into the applicability of many of the 
findings from the study. 
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This 
CHAPTER 2 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
The study was conducted by the College of Busines s Administration through 
the use of a mail survey of manufacturers. The methodology for the study 
including the research objectives, data collection tech niques, and analysis 
performed on the data is e xplaine d below. 
Research Objectives 
The objectives of this survey are as follows: 
1. To determine 'I<Jhich manufacturing fi rms in Oklahoma are currently involved 
in e xporting. 
2. To describe the extent a nd type of exporting being done by e ach firm. 
This includes information on the t ypes of products being exported, the 
percentage of t he firm's sales involv ed in exporting, t he markets serv ed, 
and the intermediaries used to facilitate the export process. 
3 . To determine \•Jhat factors have motivated firms to turn to exporting and 
how the firms went about establishing themselves in the exporting 
busin ess. This would include attention to outside sources which assisted 
in the initiation of for e ign distribution. 
4. To understand potential obstacles which might arise when an Oklahoma 
company b e gins to e xport--and if possible, to find out how firms have 
overcome these obstacles in the past. 
5. To determine if the r e a re any organizational characteristics which are 
especially importa nt to exporting effe ctively (size , age, product type, 
etc.) . 
6. To understand the perceived impediments of export entry by those firms 
which are not currently exporting. 
7. To determine \vhat types of educational p rograms and materials \vill best 
aid the potential and current exporters in the state . 
Data Collection 
A mail survey wa s utilized in the data collection since it was considered 
t h e most expedient and economical way to r each a l arge number of ma nufacturers 
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i n the state . Respondents were high-level executives in the organization , in 
many cases those wi th primary responsibility f o r the internat ional ope rations. 
The Sample 
The manufacturers listed in t he 1985 Oklahoma Directory of Manufacturers 
were used as the sample frame of the study. Only manufacturers with more than 
fif teen employees were included in the survey . The choice of fifteen 
employees was made since it was felt to be very unlikely that a fi rm with less 
than fifteen employees would export its products. 
A total of 1,448 businesses were identified through the directory and 
questionnaires were mailed to the chief e x ecutives listed in the directory. 
Ins tructions were given to pass the questionnaire on to the indiv idua l in the 
organization most familiar with the firm's exporting practices. Eighty 
questionnaires were undeliverable, which left a total active bus i nes s 
popul ation of 1 ,368 . A follow-up mailing to all nonresponden ts was conducted 
approximate ly one month a f ter the ini tial mailing. The tota l number of 
respondents was 593 for a response rate of 43.3 %. Response rates by SIC code 
were compared to the t o t al population distribution over SIC codes t o identify 
poss ible n onresponse bias by i ndustries represented . This v7as believed to be 
important since a n inordinately h igh or lmv response rate by SIC code cou ld 
bias the results of the survey . No statistically significant differences were 
found between respondents and the total population by industry. A profile of 
the respondent organizations wi l l b e d iscussed in the r esults section of this 
paper. 
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Measur ements 
A sample copy of t he questionnaire mailed to manufacturers can be found 
in Appendix A of this paper. The discussion below examines the types o f 
measurements used in the questionnaire . 
Demography. The demog r aphic characteristics of the firms surveyed were 
measured according to a que stionnaire designed by Cavusgil v1ho also Has 
dealing with small and medium-sized manufacturers. Size of the f irm was 
measured along tv10 dimensions: one dealing with sales volume and another wi t h 
the number of full-time employees. Respondent descriptions of products 
manufactured and the pre-coded questionnaire allov1ed assignment of Standard 
Industrial Classificat ions. 
Exporting Behavior. Exporters directly provided information on their 
exporting intensity (percentage of s ales volume from international markets) , 
the length of time exporting h a d been practiced, the reason for initiating 
ex port act i v ities, and the anticipated potential for export expansion in t he 
next three years. They also indicate d to which countries they expor ted. 
Exporters were quer i e d as to t h e approximate sales vo lume sold to each market, 
but due to insufficient responses, t his data is not reporte d. 
Exporting Education and Assistance. Respondents were queried concerning 
exporting workshops attended and Horkshops in which a firm would b e 
interested . Further, exporters we re asked to rate outside assistance they 
h ave received from various governme nt a nd private sources while establishing 
t h e ir exporting busin ess . Assistance l evel s Here r ated on a thr ee-po int s c ale 
of high, medium , and low assistance. Further, exporters indicated the type of 
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inte rmediaries \vhich they utilized from a list of possible types of 
inte rmediaries. 
Prob lems Encountered. Both exp orters and nonexporters were asked to rate 
actua l or perceived probl ems they had encountered, or anticipated 
e n c ountering, in export i ng . The liste d p r oblems \vere to be rated on a 
four-poin t scale of no problem, minor proble m, moderate proble m, and major 
problem. 
Analysis of Data 
Given the research objectives, most of the analy s e s per fo r med on the data 
Here descrip tive in nature. The se included an examination of means and 
fr e quencies. In some instances where differences by d emography and exporting 
history were examined , bivariate me thods such as Chi Square Analysis and 
Analys is of Variance (ANOVA) Here used. For rese arch ins ight, multiva riate 
meth ods of r egr e ssion a n d factor analysis Here employed but are n o t r eported 
herein. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS OF STUDY 
Profile of Respondents 
Organizational Characteristics 
Table 1 belcH shovrs the organizational characteristics of the responden ts 
to this survey. The respondent firms ranged in annual sales from under 
$250,000 to quite large f irms with the majority of the firms h aving annual 
sales under $5 million. While a few firms are newly established, the majority 
have been established i n Oklahoma for ten years or longer. Fina lly, a 
majority of the firms dis tr ibute produc t s nat ionally , although approximately 
40% narroHly distribute either in the Southwest or in the State of Oklahoma. 
It is i mportant to note the diversity in the responding firms . 
Unde r 
$250, 000 
2.1% 
0 - 3 years 
2.7% 
State -\v ide 
10.5% 
Table l 
Profi l e of Survey Respondents 
Firm Size (Annua l Sales $) 
$250,000- $1 mill ion-
$999 ,000 $5 million 
11.9% 42. 8% 
Years in Business 
L~ -6 vears 7-9 vears 
6.5% 7 . 0% 
Domestic Mar k e t 
Regional 
25 . 8% 
7 
Over 
$5 mill ion 
43 . 3% 
10 years & ove r 
83 . 7% 
Nation -Hide 
63 . 7% 
Products Manufactured 
Respondents to the survey represent eighteen of the nineteen 
manufacturing 2-digit SIC c odes. Table 2 indicates the dis tribution of 
respondents by SIC codes. The two most prevalent industries are fabricated 
me tal products and nonelectric machinery (SIC35). The distribution of 
r e s pondents among the SIC codes closely resembles that for the population of 
Ok lahoma ma nufacturers. 
2- digit 
SI C Code 
34 
35 
20 
32 
37 
36 
30 
27 
24 
38 
28 
33 
23 
39 
26 
25 
29 
22 
31 
21 
Table 2 
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY RESPONDENTS 
(2 - digit SIC code) 
Description 
Fabricated Metal Products 
None lectrical Machinery 
Food & Kindred Products 
Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete Products 
Transportation Equipment 
Electric & Electronic Machinery 
Rubber & Misc. Plastic Products 
Printing, Publishing & Allied Products 
Lumber & Wood Products (except Furniture) 
Measuring, Photographic & Medical Goods 
Chemicals & Allied Products 
Primary Metal Industries 
Appare l & Fabric Products 
Misc. Manufacturing Industries 
Paper & All ied Products 
Furniture & Fixtures 
Petroleum Refining & Related Products 
Textile Mil l Products 
Leather & Leather Goods 
Tobacco Manufacturers 
% of Respondents* 
20.1 
20.1 
10.1 
7 . 2 
6.7 
6.1 
5 . 6 
5.4 
4.7 
4 . 7 
4 . 2 
4.2 
3.9 
2.7 
2.5 
1.9 
1.0 
0.5 
0.2 
0.0 
* Percentages may total more than 100% as a firm may manufacture more than one 
product type. 
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Exporting Behavior 
Exporting activity in the state is quite pervasive \vith 45 .3% of the 
firms currently exporting or having exported products in the recent p a st 
(Table 3). An additional 13.2% of the firms h ave an expressed interest in 
initiating exporting activity in the n e ar future . 
Table 3 
Export Behavior Among Oklahoma Manufacturers 
Export Activity 
Currently Exporting 
Not currently exporting, but have in past 5 years 
Interested in initia ting exporting activity 
Not interes t ed in exporting at this time 
Profile of Exporters 
% of Respondents 
37.2 
8.1 
l3. 2 
41.5 
It merits noting that exporting, although f a irly pervasive among firms, 
repres e nts only a modest proportion of most firm's sales. For over 60% of the 
exporters , it y i elds less than 10% of sales. In contras t, only 6% of the 
fir ms draH a majority of their sales from e xporting. 
As a f u ture perspective , exporters do expect to devote s tronger attention 
to export markets . Fifty eight percent expect export acti vity for their fi rm 
t o increase in the future Hhile only 7% expect a decline. 
When exporters, as a group , are compared with the total population, they 
are significantly l a rger and have a wider distribution . However , small and 
medium sized firms are a l so currently exporting products . In fact, 45.3% of 
Oklahoma ' s exporters h ave estimated a nnual sales o f under $5 mi l l ion . 
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Products Exported 
There is great diversity among the produc ts expor t ed by Oklahoma firms. 
In fact, fi rms from every 2-digit manufactur ing SIC code represen ted in the 
state a re involved in exporting. The most intensive exporting comes from SIC 
35 (nonelectric machinery) representing 36.7% of the exporting firms. 
None lec tric machinery , which includes oil field equipment, has a long his t ory 
of i nternational distribution. The second larges t product category is 
f abricated metals encompassing 17.6% of the exporting firms. The dis tribution 
of exporting among all manufacturing SIC codes is provided in Table 4. It 
should be noted that the distribution of manufactured goods by dollar value 
would differ from the percentages of firms . 
Table 4 
Products Exported by Oklahoma Manufacturers 
SIC Code 
35 
34 
37 
38 
36 
30 
20 
28 
33 
32 
23 
39 
27 
25 
26 
22 
24 
29 
31 
(by 2 -digit SIC code) 
Description 
Nonelectric Machinery 
Fabricated Metals 
Transporta tion Equipment 
Measuring , Photographic & Medical 
Electric & Electronic Machinery 
Rubber & Plastic Products 
Food & Kindred Products 
Chemicals & Allied Products 
Primary Metal Industries 
Clay , Stone , Glass & Concrete 
Appar e l & Fabric Products 
Misc . Manufacturing Indus tries 
Printing & Publishing 
Furniture & Fixture s 
Paper & Allied Products 
Textile Mill Products 
Lumbe r & Wood Produc t s 
Petroleum Refining Products 
Leather & Leather Products 
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Across 
SIC Codes 
( %) 
36.7 
17.6 
10 . 0 
9 .5 
9 .0 
8.1 
5 .4 
5. 0 
3.6 
3.2 
2 .7 
2 .7 
2 .3 
0.9 
0. 9 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
Within 
SIC Code 
(% ) 
68. 1 
32 . 8 
55 .0 
75 . 0 
55.6 
54.5 
20 . 0 
44 . 0 
32. 0 
16.3 
26 .1 
37 . 5 
15 .6 
18 . 2 
13.3 
33.3 
3 .8 
16 . 7 
100. 0 
Many industry groups have a high concentration of exporting firms. 
Evidence of this is p rovided in column four of Table 4. For example, 75% of 
t he firms who manufacture measuring, photographic, and me d ical equipment are 
involved in exporting . Other industries with a high concentration of 
exporters include electric machinery and transportation equipment. 
Export Markets 
Oklahoma firms distribute their products throughout the world. In fact, 
one firm reported distribution to 90 different countries. The large majority 
o f firms, a s s hown in Table 5, h ave mul t iple forei gn markets wi th 44.2% 
distributing to more than ten countrie s. 
Table 5 
Number of Markets Served by Exporters 
Count r ies Served 
l- 5 
6-10 
7-15 
16- 20 
Over 20 
% of Exporter s 
37.0 
22. 6 
12 .9 
6.2 
21.3 
The degr ee to which fi r ms s ell t o mul t i p l e markets i s quite e ncou raging . 
It i ndicates t h at exporting ma y we ll be exp a nded t h rou gh the efforts of 
exis tin g fi r ms to extend t heir a ttention to new markets . 
ll 
The geographic regions served by Oklahoma firms are indicated in Table 6. 
By geographic area, the l argest concentrations of exporting activity are to 
Canada, Western Europe , Sout h America, and Mexico wi th 82 .7%, 66 . 8%, 57.7% , 
and 51 .0% of the fi rms exporting to these respective areas. Proximity to 
Canada and South America makes these natural markets for Oklahoma products . 
Likewise our cultural and economic ties to Western Europe explain these marke t 
penetrations. With the strong Oklahoma production capability in oil field 
equipment, the Middle East is a large market with 48.1% of the firms exporting 
to countries in that region. 
Table 6 
Geographic Regions Served by Oklahoma Exporters 
Re gion 
/Canada 
/ \.Jestern Europe 
,.r South America 
, Mexico 
Middle East 
Oceania (Australia & Ne\v Zealand) 
Central America 
Africa (except South Africa) 
Southeast As ia 
/ J apan 
India & surrounding countries 
/ Korea/Hong KongjTai\van 
South Africa 
Israe l 
People's Republ ic of China 
Eastern Europe 
% of Exporters 
82 . 7 
66.8 
57.7 
51. 0 
48 . 1 
46 . 6 
39.4 
34.1 
33.2 
32 . 7 
30. 0 
29 .3 
20 .7 
20 . 2 
20.2 
19 . 8 
*Total exceeds 100% since most companies serv e multiple mar ke t s. 
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Table 7 indicates specific countries to which Oklahoma products are 
exported. The l argest markets are Canada , as noted earlier, and Mexico. 
Other maj or country markets in descending order include the United Kingdom, 
Australia, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and Japan. The 32.7% level f or Japan is 
someHhat s urprising given the media attention to the imbalance of trade with 
Japan. 
Country 
Canada 
Mexico 
United Kingdom 
Australia 
Saudi Arab i a 
Venezuela 
J apan 
France 
\·lest Germany 
Ital y 
Neth e rlands 
Argent ina 
Colombia 
India 
Spain 
Chile 
NorHay 
Indonesia 
Brazil 
TaiHan 
Table 7 
Major Countries Served by Oklahoma Exporters 
% of Exporters,'• 
82 . 7 
51.0 
46 .6 
44.7 
35.6 
34.6 
32.7 
32.7 
30 . 3 
25 . 5 
25 . 0 
25 . 0 
2L~. 5 
23.6 
23.1 
22 . 1 
22.1 
21.6 
21.1 
21.1*>'< 
*Total exceeds 100% since most companies serve multiple markets. 
>'•* Countries \vith less than 20% of the Oklahoma f irms exporting to t h em are 
not s hown. 
Exporting Problems 
A firm' s managemen t \v i ll perceiv e many problems tha t exist i n developing 
and implement ing exporting strategies. These p erceptions may a rise from 
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experience i n the case of exporters or expectat ions i n the case of non -
exporters. Problems that arise in the tradit ional a reas of finance, 
marketing , management, production and the environmen t al forces are magnified 
\vhen address e d i n the international arena. 
The magnitudes of perceived exporting problems a r e indi cated in Table 8 . 
The columns indica te per ceptions among expor t ers, those with expressed 
exporting inter ests , and disin t eres t ed fi r ms respec tively . The scores shm·m 
ar e aver ages for each group, wi th indi v i dual responses having r anged from 1 
f or "no problem" up to 4 for a "major problem". Thus, a high score 
Tab l e 8 
Problems Pe r ce i ved by Exporters & Nonexporters 
Problem Exporters 
Bank financing 
/ Collection of f oreign 
Foreign exchange rate 
1. 68 
sal es dollars ~ 
changes 2 . 14 
Lack of information on export 
opportunities by country 
/ Obtaining foreign distribution 
Advertis ing/Sa l es s upport 
Customer Service After Sa l e 
Dealer Relations 
Foreign product specifications 
Cultural diffe rences 
Foreign l anguage requirements 
/ Fore i gn tariff barr i e r s 
Foreign import quota s 
/ Foreign bureaucratic delays 
u.s . Government regulations 
Mean Score 
1 no proble m 
( 2 minor problem\ 
3 moderate prob l em 
4 major problem 
2. 13 
2.39 
1.91 
1. 89 
1. 66 
1. 83 
1. 68 
2 .01 
2_. 22 
1. 69 
2-~--
1. 95 
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Mean Score 
Interested 
Nonexporter s 
1. 91 
2.96 
2 . 60 
2.98 
3.13 
2.68 
2.81 
2 . 10 
2.29 
2 . 27 
2 . 88 
2 . 80 
2.69 
2 . 98 
2 . 57 
Dis i n t eres t ed 
Nonexpor te r s 
1. 64 
2 . 90 
2 . 75 
3.07 
3 . 14 
2 . 78 
3 . 05 
2 . 55 
2 . 55 
2.52 
2 . 85 
2 . 77 
2 . 75 
3.02 
2.75 
i ndicates perceptions that the i ssue represents a maj or problem. Expor ters 
generally perceive probl ems to be less in magnitude t han do both o ther group s . 
Exporters, through exper ience, have learned to cope Hith the f undamenta l 
problems . 
Among e xporters, obtaining foreign distributors, forei gn bureaucratic 
delays, tariff b arriers and c ol lection of foreign sales dollars are s een 
respectively as (major _ problems~ Although nonexporters foresee problems to b e 
MIV\oi"t 
more severe than exporters, the relative magnitudes of the various prob lems 
are similar to that for exporters. 
Export Assistance Programs 
There are a numbe r of governmental and educational institutions providing 
assistance to e xporting firms. Hmvever, it has been shovm that fi rms do not 
alHays take advantage of these programs. I t appears that a large number of 
Oklahoma firms do seek and receive exporting assistance (Table 9) . The 
Table 9 
Outside Assistance Received by Exporters 
Source of Assistance 
Federal Government Entities 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce 
U.S. Customs Service 
U.S. Dept . of Agricul ture 
U.S. State Department 
U.S. Federal Trade Commission 
State Government 
Oklahoma Dep t. of Economic Development 
Oklahoma Dep t. of Agriculture 
State Universities 
Private Organizations 
Export/Import Banks 
Export Trad ing Company 
Export Management Company 
Fre i ght ForHarder 
15 
% of Exporters 
Using Assistance 
43.4 
27.6 
20.4 
25.3 
15.9 
22.2 
18 . 6 
20.8 
26.2 
28.5 
23.1 
38.0 
most commonly used source of assistance is the U.S. Department of Commerce 
with 43.4% of the exporting fi rms receiving their assistance. Other highly 
utilized government agencies include the U.S . Customs Service and the U.S . 
State Department's trad e representatives. Fre igh t forwarders assist 38.0% of 
exporting firms . 
Educational Programs 
The Oklahoma International Export Services Office in cooperation with the 
District Export Council, provides a number of export education programs for 
Oklahoma firms. These include topics such as t he basis of exporting , export 
marketing, documentation and financing. It is a critical point of concern 
whether firms take advantage of these programs. As indicated in Tab le 10 , t h e 
Table 10 
\\Torkshop Participation and Interest 
Among Respondents 
Workshop Attendance 
Overa ll Attendance of Any Workshops 
Exporters Attendance 
Non - Exporters Attendance 
Worksh op Interest 
Overall Interest in Export Programs 
Exporter Interest 
Non-Exporter Interest 
16 
% of Respondents 
16.8 
33.8 
2.8 
26 . 8 
4 3.1 
13. 5 
overall participation rate among firms is 16.8% o f the Oklahoma manufacture rs. 
This leve l is quite low given the modest fee s and frequent scheduling of 
programs. More importantly, among nonexpor ters, only 2 . 8% have a ttended an 
educat i onal Horkshop or seminar. The picture brightens ,.,hen examining 
exporter participation where there is a 33 . 8% part i cipat i on rate. Most 
p opular topics among attendees are export shipp ing and documentation, basics 
of e xporting, export financing , and export marketing. 
There is an e xpressed interst in workshops although prior participation 
has been quite modest . Overall, 26.8 % of the respondents expressed an 
interest in such educational programs. The primary topics of interest to 
nonexporters include basics of exporting , export marketing, market informa tion 
about a specific country and export licensing. 
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CHAPTER 4 - MANAGERIAL I MPLICATIONS 
As is evidenced by the results of th is survey, a surprisingl y large 
percentage of Oklahoma manufacturers are involved in e xport activity . 
However , international sal es account for a very small portion of the overall 
sa l e s volume for these firms . It should also be noted that many exporting 
f i rms are relatively large and have an established nation-wide distribution 
system . These firms need assistance in expanding their exporting activ ities. 
Smaller firms do not have the specialized knowledge of the l arger firms and 
likely need t echnical assistance to initiate e xporting. The Center for 
International Trade Development and the College of Business Administration 
may be able to p rovide educational support and guidance for each of these 
groups . 
The re is a great diversity among Oklahoma exporters. Manufacturers 
i nvolve d in i n ternational sales cut across firm size, domestic market 
d istribution and years in business. Each firm will be f aced with a special 
set of business problems a nd solutions. Diversity is esp e cially evident in 
t he variety of products exported and the international markets served. Th i s 
i nd icates that generic export programs will not sufficiently serve the needs 
of current and potential exporters. Assistance to small groups o f exporters 
would allmv for product- specific and country- specific information to be 
distributed to the approp riate firms. Working in smaller groups ~·10uld allo~v a 
focus on the problems which most concern each specific group of exporters. 
Although programs focusing on the b asics of exporting may be useful to some 
firms, the majority of companies need more detailed information. 
It is easy to take a myopic view of the interna tional trade issue and 
forget that exporting is part of a business' growth strategy. A firm's 
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management mus t first de cide that exporting is a viable alternative f or 
expanding sales . Then, the specific proces s of export i ng can be addressed. 
Export i ng can be an appropriate strategy for t he f i rm . Th e CI TD and the 
College of Business Administration should be able to aid i n the firms' 
decision b y provi d i ng accurate and timely information on e xport opportunities 
a nd methods. As with any busine ss venture, there is an ele ment of risk 
involv ed with the decision to export. However , these risks can be minimized 
by using current, accurate information. 
Educational Programs 
There are significant differences in the problem perceptions of exporters 
and n on exporters. Nonexporters perceive problems and barriers to b e mo re 
seriou s tha n do exporters. Thus, programs concer n ing the basics o f expor t 
en try might he lp rea ssure nonexporters that exporting is a good strategy . I n 
contras t , (having ma de the dec i s i on to export) c u r rent exporters n e ed more 
s pe cific information concerning problems t h ey face. Information concerning 
such topics as export shipping and documentation or federal regul at i ons would 
be appropria te. Also , information may b e provided as to export market 
exp a n s ion . 
The r e are currently a numbe r of exporting workshops o ffered within t h e 
sta te at mode st fe e s. The Office of the International Export Services is 
e s p e cia lly a ctive in a dministering such progra ms . Howev e r, t r a d itiona lly 
at t endance a t these progr ams h a s been some what weak . The r e a ppears t o b e 
oppo r tun ity for the CITD to sponso r additional, complementa r y programs without 
concern for duplication . The CITD i s in a unique position i n t h a t i t can draw 
from the t a l e nts of v arious discipline s a t Ok l a h o ma Stat e Univers ity to 
attract a divers e group of part i c i pants. As a n e ducat i on a l i nstitu tion, OSU 
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c an add to I·JOrkshops and seminars credibility that might not be present in 
government sponsored programs . 
Workshops are not the only way to disperse informat ion to Oklahoma 
manufacturers . Informa tion about specific exporting problems and 
opportunities could b e mailed directly to the appropriate audiences . Anothe r 
possib ility is the e s tablishment of a database which would match a fi rm 's 
situation to specific exporting opportunities and b e available upon request. 
Future Research 
This survey answers many questions about the general state of Oklahoma 
exporters. However, it also opens up many questions about the specifics 
involved. Future research should focus on specific product classes or markets 
served. For e xamp le, since oil field equipment is one product Hhich is 
heavily e xported , f urther research could focus on the problems unique to that 
set of manufacturers. The same type of s tudy could be performed on a spe cific 
country or geographical area to learn the oppo rtunities and problems of 
exporting in that area . 
Focus group intervie1vs of business executives Hould be another 
appropriate technique for future research. This type of research could better 
clarify p roblems concerning exporting and develop creative so l utions to those 
problems . 
This survey leaves many questions unans 1o1ered concerning Oklahoma 
exporters. However, it is hoped that the results of this study Hill stimula te 
furth e r research 1vhich 1vill delve into a reas not covered by the survey. 
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Appendix A 
SURVEY OF OKLAHOMA MANUFACTURERS 
Please answer the following questions to the best of your knowledge 
as a manager in your organization. Your individual responses will 
be kept confidential. Therefore, we appreciate your candor i n 
replying to the questions. 
General Information 
1. Briefly describe the various type(s) of products your company 
manufactures? Be as specific as possible. 
2. Wha t is the approximate total annual sales volume of your firm? 
Under $250,000 
---
__ $250, 000-$999,999 
$1 million- $5 mill ion 
- - - Over $5 mill ion 
---
3. How many full time employees currently work at your firm? 
Under 25 
---25 to 99 
100 t o 249 
- --250 or over 
---
4 . What do you consider to be the market(s) in whi c h your firm 
currently compete s. Check one in both the n atio nal and 
internationa l categories as they apply. 
National : International: 
State-wide Export to only 1 country 
Regional Export to 2 to 5 countries 
Nation- wide Export to 6 to 10 countries 
Export t o ove r 10 countries 
5 . Is your firm independently owned or is it a subsidiary or 
division of another firm? 
- - -
Independently owned 
- - -
Subsidiary or d ivision o f a nother f irm 
6 . How long has your firm been est abl i s h ed in the state of 
Oklahoma? 
---
0 t o 3 years 
- - -
4 to 6 years 
- - -
7 to 9 years 
____ 10 years or over 
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Exporting Education Programs 
7. Which of the following exporting workshops have your or other 
members of your firm attended in the past five years? Check any 
that apply . 
Basics of exporting 
------Export marketing 
------Export licensing 
------Export finance and methods of payment 
------Export shipping and documentation 
------Export trading company seminar 
------Foreign sales corporation seminar 
-----Export/import bank and FCIA seminar 
-----Barter/countertrade seminar 
Seminar on marketing in a specific country 
------Oklahoma World Trade Conference 
Other 
------ Please specify 
-------------------------------------------------------
8. Wh ich of the following exporting workshops would you or other 
members of your firm be interested in attending in the future? 
Check any that apply. 
Basics of exporting 
------
______ Export marketing 
______ Export licensing 
Export finance and methods of payment 
------Export shipping and documentation 
------
______ Export trading company seminar 
Foreign sales corporation seminar 
------
______ Export/import bank and FCIA seminar 
Barter/countertrade seminar 
------
------
Seminar on marketing in a specific country 
Oklahoma World Trade Conference 
----- Other 
Please specify 
-------------------------------------------------------
9 . Which statement best describes your firm ' s status with regard 
to exporting its products? 
The firm is currently exporting i ts products . 
------
______ The firm is not currently exporting, but has exported in the 
past five years. 
The firm is seriously conside ring export ing. 
------The firm is mildly interested in beginning to export . 
------The firm is not interested in exporting a t this time. 
-----
If your firm is currentLy exporting t h e products it 
manufactures, pLease answer the foLLowing questions. 
If your firm is not currentLy exporti ng the products it 
manufactures, pLease go to Question #22 on Page 7. 
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Exporting Behavior 
10. If your f irm does not export the entire line of products it 
manufactures (as listed in Question #1) , which products are 
exported? 
11. Approximately what percentage of your firm's sales comes from 
international markets? Check only one. 
0 - 10% 41 - 50% 71 - 80% 
11 - 20% 51 - 60% 81 - 90 % 
21 - 30% 61 - 70% 91 - 100 % 
31 - 40% 
12. How many years has your firm been exporting one or more of the 
products it manufactures? 
------
0 to 3 years 
-----
4 to 6 years 
------
6 to 9 years 
______ 10 years or over 
13. Firms initial ly export their products for a variety of 
reasons. Please indicate which of these fo llowing reasons best 
describes why your firm began exporting? Check any that apply. 
______ Declining sales in the U.S. market fo r your product(s). 
______ Opportunity to e xpand sales . 
------
Competitors started to successfully export. 
______ Attended a workshop or seminar on exporting . 
A business in anothe r country contacted our firm . 
------Other 
------ Please specify __________________________________________________ __ 
14. What do you anticipate will b e the degree to which your 
e xporting will change over the n e xt 3 years? 
It will increase substantially. 
------It will increase moderately. 
------It will remain about the same . 
It will decrease moderat e ly. 
------It will decrease substant ial l y. 
------The firm will discontinue exporting. 
-----
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15. Please indicate the annual sales exported to the countries 
listed below. Feel free to estimate t he sales data. Again, your 
responses will be held in strict confidence. However, if you would 
rather, just put a check mark in front o f the countries to which 
your fi rm exports. 
North America Europe (Cant.) Africa(Cont.) 
$ Canada $ Poland $ Burundi 
$ Mexico $ Portugal $ C. African Rep. 
$ Romania $ Chad 
Central America $ Spain $ Congo 
$ Bahamas $ Sweden $ Egypt 
$ Barbados $ Switzerland $ Gabon 
$ Bermuda $ Turkey $ Gambia 
$ Costa Rica $ United Kingdom $ Ghana 
$ Dominican Rep. $ USSR $ Guinea 
$ El Salvador $ West Germany $ Ivory Coast 
$ Guatemala $ Yugoslavia $ Kenya 
$ Haiti $ Lesotho 
$ Honduras Asia $ Liberia 
$ Jamaica $ ________ ~Afghanistan $ Libya 
$ Nicaragua $ Bahrain $ Malagasy Re p. 
$ Panama $ Bangladesh $ Malawi 
$ Trinidad/Tobago $ Burma $ Mauritius 
$ China(PRC ) $ Mozambique 
South America $ I nd i a $ Nambia 
$ Argentina $ Indones ia $ Niger 
$ Bolivia $ Israel $ Nigeria 
$ Brazil $ Japan $ Rwanda 
$ Chile $ Jordan $ Sierra Leone 
$ Columbia $ Kuwait $ Soma l ia 
$ Ecuador $ Laos $ South Africa 
$ Paraguay $ Lebanon $ Suda n 
$ Peru $ Malaysia $ Swaziland 
$ Uruguay $ Oman $ Tanzania 
$ Venezuela $ Pa kistan $ Togo 
$ Phillipines $ Tunisia 
Europe $ Qatar $ Uganda 
$ ________ ~Austria $ Saudi Arabia $ Za ire 
$ Belgium $ South Korea $ Zambia 
$ Cyprus $ Sri Lanka $ Zimbabwe 
$ Czechoslovakia $ Syria 
$ Denmark $ Taiwan Oceania 
$ East Germany $ Tha iland $ ________ ~Australia 
$ Fin land $ U. Arab Emirates $ New Zealand 
$ Fra nce $ Yeman (Aden ) 
$ Greec e $ _________ Yeman( San a ) Others (Specify) 
$ Hungary $ ___ _ 
$ Ireland Africa $ ___ _ 
$ Italy $ Algeria 
--- -
$ ___ _ 
$ Luxembourg $ Angola $ _ _ _ _ 
$ Netherlands $ Benin $ _ __ _ 
$ No r wa y $ Bot s wa na $ _ __ _ 
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16. Below are listed a number of aspects of exporting activity 
which have p roven to be prob l em areas for some other f irms . 
I ndicate t he e xtent t o which each of the following issues and 
r esources has been a problem to your firm in its e xporting 
a ctivity. 
Ba nk financing 
Obtaining foreign dist ribution 
Collection of foreign sales 
dollars 
Foreign excha nge rate changes 
Lack o f information on e xport 
opportunities by count ry 
Foreign language requirements 
Advertising/sales support 
Customer service after sale 
Cultural diffe rences 
Foreign tariff barriers 
Foreign i mport quotas 
Dealer re lations 
Foreign product specifications 
Fo reign bure aucr atic delays 
US Government r egulations 
Othe r 
No Minor Mode rate 
Problem Problem Problem 
Maj or 
Problem 
Please s pecify __________________________________________________________ __ 
17. Wha t gove rnment agencies or types of companies were of some 
a s sistanc e to your firm in e stablishing your expo rting busine ss a nd 
how would you rate their respe ctive levels of assistance ? Check 
any tha t apply. 
US Department of Comme r c e 
US Customs Service (Tr easury) 
US Dept. of Agriculture 
(Foreign Agricu ltural Service ) 
US St a t e Dep a rtment 
(Tr a de Representatives) 
Fe d e ral Trade Commission 
Oklaho ma Dept . of Economic Devel opment 
Oklahoma Dept. of Agriculture 
State Unive rsities 
Export/Import banks 
Export trading c ompany 
Export management company 
Fre i gh t f orwar der 
Other 
High Medium Low 
Plea se spe cify ________________________________________________________ __ 
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18. What type of exporting intermediary arra ngement d oes your firm 
currently us e? Check all that apply. 
Export trading company 
~--
______ Export management company 
Foreign agent or salesperson 
----
____ Overseas salesperson on a temporary bas i s 
Overseas sales office 
----Overseas plant and sales office 
----Webb-Pomerene Associations 
----Export/import banks 
-----
____ Do not use intermediar y, sell directly to cust omer 
Other 
- --- Plea se spec ify 
----------------~--------------
19. Could you elaborate on any particular problems your firm has 
e ncountere d while continuing t o e xport. You r personal ins i gh t s 
wil l a ssis t us in better unde rsta ndi ng p roblems and possib l e 
solutions. 
20. Could you e xp lain any c reative sol ution s which your company 
has d e v e loped t o overcome t he a bove ment i oned p r oblems ? 
21. OPTIONAL : Please l ist you r company name and addr e ss , so that 
we may send you a personal copy of t he report prepared from this 
study. 
Thank you for your cooperation on this project . P~ace the 
questionnaire in the enc~osed return enve~ope and mai~ it. 
Thanks again! 
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Perceived Exporting Problems 
22. Below are listed some aspects of exporting which have proven 
to be problems for some other firms . As your firm is not cu r r ently 
e xporting, ple ase indicate the leve l of difficulty which you t hink 
each of these i tems would be should you begin to export your 
products. 
Bank financing 
Obtain ing fore ign distribut ion 
Collection of foreign sales 
dollars 
Foreign exchange rates 
Lack of information on export 
opportunit ies by country 
For e ign language requirements 
Adve rtising/ sales support 
Cust omer serv ice after sale 
Cult ural di fferences 
Fore ign tariff barriers 
Fore ign import quotas 
Dealer re lations 
Fore ign p roduct specifications 
Fore ign bureaucratic delays 
US Government regulations 
Othe r 
Please specify 
No Minor 
P roblem Problem 
Moderate 
Problem 
Major 
Prob l em 
23. OPTIONAL : Please give us your company name and address, so 
that we may send y ou a personal copy of the report prepared from 
this study . 
Thank you £or your coope ration in this proje ct. Piace the 
questionnaire in the enclosed return enveiope and mail it. 
Thanks again! 
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AP PENDIX B THE EXPORTING PROCESS 
Export sales are increasingly seen as one route to corporate groHth fo r 
the firm . In light of the current economic realities, the average United 
States firm seems to be facing three choice s: 1) it can suffer a long- te rm 
period o f little or no groHth; 2) it can increase its competitive a dvantage 
and innovation to expand its domes tic market ; or 3) it can attempt to groH 
through overseas markets (Hilger and Hoover, 1985). This paper focuses on the 
latter strategy of corporate growth through the exporting of products . Much 
literature has been written regarding the exporting process of the company . 
This chapter will attempt to summarize the primary literature from a 
managerial perspective. 
The Decision to Export 
A firm faced with alternative groHth options must decide whether 
exporting is the alternative \vhich best fits its current situat ion. It i s 
important to understand hov1 management determines whether international gro\vth 
is a viable option . Given this understanding, a climate for e xporting can be 
encouraged by government agencies, universities, and private trade 
organizations. 
The Export Adoption Process 
According to Reid (1981), the exporting d ec ision can be represented as a 
five-stage process consisting of export aHareness, e xport intention, trial, 
evalua tion, and acceptance. All firms are believe d to move t hrough this 
process. Na turally, the rate of me asurement will vary among firms. This 
process is illustrated in Figure 1. 
B - 1 
Figure 1 
Reid's 5-Staged Exporting Process 
Export AHareness 
Export Intention 
Export Trial 
Evaluation of Trial 
Ex port Adoption 
or Re jection 
According to Re id' s hierarchy , the export adoption process to begin \vi th 
an oppo r tunity recognition or aHareness stage. This stage i nvolve s the 
r ecogn ition of specific foreign markets as a possible solution to domestic 
market problems or simply the gener al belief that f oreign marke ts are a 
potential opportunity for sales expansion and groHth. 
Once the possib i l i ty of exporting is acknoHledged, the next stage of the 
hierarch y is export intention. During thi s stage motivati ona l and at t i tudinal 
factors are cons i dered to determine t h e probable outcome of enter ing the 
foreign marketp lace. Also d uring this stage, types of entry strategies are 
conside r ed . It is possib l e t hat export awareness and intention can be 
ge nerated by such stimuli as unsolicited foreign orde rs, trade fa irs, or 
v is its to foreign countries (Reid , 1981 ) . 
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The third stage of e xport trial represents an exporting response to a 
f o reign order or the initial activ ity of seeking a foreign or der. This 
i n itial phase of actually exporting can determine \vhether or n ot the firm \vill 
continue to export its products. The p reliminary results of the export tr i a l 
are examined dur ing the next stage of e xport evaluation. If the trial stage 
results in achieving such goals as profitability or sales stability, the 
evaluation Hi ll most likely be favorable. 
The final stage of the export decision-making process is the adoption or 
rejection s tage. Managerment will determine whether or no t the company should 
continue to e x port and increase its commitment to internationa l sales. 
One of the major issues export literature is uncertainty as to \•lhat 
constitutes the adoption stage (Reid, 1981). Reid suggests t h e use of 
exporting measurements of performance v1hich include sales grmvth, absolute 
l eve l of exports, relative share of export sales versus company sales , rate of 
ne\v mark et expansion, and rate of neH product introduction into forei gn 
ma rkets as crite ria. These measurements of export performance help capture 
the varying dimensions of commitment to e xporting. 
Management Decisons at the Adoption Stage 
Th e adoption process has been mode led by \~1ite a nd Rao (1985) according 
to the mana gerial decisions to be made. The first step in their model 
examines fac tors internal and external to the firm. The firm mus t identify 
and define its b asic p u rpose and obj ective s b efore considering ente ring 
overseas markets. Additional considerations a t this initial stage include the 
'' fit " between possible ove rseas and current domestic markets. Th is includes 
at ten tion to the marke ting mix (pr i c e , produc t , promot i on, and distribution) 
o f t h e diffe rent areas bein g serv iced by the firm. De cis ions must also b e 
made during this stage concerning the personnel r esponsible for evaluating 
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p otential international operations. A fina l consideration deals with the 
economic environment ofthe industry both domestically a nd in forei gn 
countries . A summary of this initial stage can best be stated as fitting the 
desire to export into the long run growth and exp ansion strategy of the f i rm 
(\mite and Rao, 1985). 
The second managerial step is the problem formulation stage . This is a 
s ystematic e x amination of the benefits of exporting for the firm. For 
example, overseas expansion can be beneficial to firms because of the 
possibility of higher growth rates and less competition. During this step 
s everal data sourc es can be used to gain useful information on the feasibility 
of e xp orting. The se sources include government agencies such as the 
Department of Commerce, Export- I mport Bank, and the Agriculture Department's 
Export Trade Service Division; assorted governmental publications ; and even 
fore ign students at adjacent universities (White and Rao, 1985). 
The t h ird step in the adoption process is to analyze information wi th 
regard to the feasibility of alternative internationa l markets. The analysis 
includes the study of the firm's environment and a risk analysis of the 
countries being considered . For example, at the present time, hi gh risk areas 
due to political instability include Latin Amer i can, Arab , Af r i can , and some 
Asian countrie s . Other countries such a s Brazil and Mexico are risks due to 
financi a l indebtedness p roblems . 
As a final step in the adoption process, the firm's management must make 
the decision whethe r or not to initiate exporting practices. The primary 
decision involves the entry option for the chosen fo reign marke t. Entry 
options may include using export management companies, export trading 
companies, or company -mmed outlets ( \mite a nd Rao, 1985). 
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Adoption Influences 
In order to suppor t a doption of exporting behavior, one must understand 
both the s tages of decision-making and the nature of the management decisions 
as described above. As an example, researchers have found that the motivation 
for exporting to be differs from the factors that actually stimulate one to 
initiate a specific export decision (Hilger and Hoover, 1985) . According to 
Bilk ey (1978), studies concerned with the export initiation proces s tend to 
focus on the effects of change-agents. Change-agents can be eithe r external 
or internal to a firm . Examples of external change-agents include chambers of 
c ommerce, industrial associations, banks, government a gencies, and other 
f irms. The latter include unsolicited inquiries from foreign firms. An 
example of an internal change - agent is a top manager who is interested in and 
enthusiastic about the possibility of exporting. Firms are motivated to 
initiate an export activity because they either want to solve problems such as 
excess inventory or p e rceive it as a way of exploiting opportunities (Hilger 
and Hoover, 1985). Thus, the motivation to export may e ither be based on a 
push or pull strateg ic plan. According to Bilkey (1978) , studies have 
indicated that short-term profit was not the motive for exporting, ra ther it 
was l ong-term profitabili ty secured through market diversifications and 
long-term growth. 
Another benefit of viewing export ing as a process is t hat the information 
needs of firms and the relevant d e cision-ma kers within t he firm will change 
over time. During the initial decision- making stages , information needed will 
focus on e xport opportunities in specific countries. As the firm becomes more 
involved in exporting, information necessary includes explanations of the 
exporting rules and regulat ions . Decisions initially are made by the top 
management, a nd as the deci s ions become more routine, are handed down to lower 
ranking company officials. 
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Export Behavior 
All firms tha t initiate e xporting practices cannot be viewed as identical 
in the manner by which they approach the exporting process. Thus, their needs 
for direct assistance or for supportive policy by government and other 
a gencies will differ . Various authors have different classification systems 
for exporting firms. The se are discussed below . 
Assumption of Export Risks 
White and Rao (1985) view the stages of export involvement along a 
risk/commitment continuum . They propose four broad categories of op tions . 
Figure 2 illustrates these options of export risk/commitment. 
Figure 2 
Hhite & Rae's Risk/Commitment Continuum 
Low Risk/Commitment High Risk/Commitment 
------------------~--------------------~-------------------- 1 
I 
Export v i a 
Export Man-
a gement 
Company 
Export v i a 
Company- mvned 
Outlets 
Export via 
Company/Host 
Country Arrangements 
Export via 
Direct 
Investment 
In the early stages of t he continuum , the firm makes a low commitment and 
assumes an associated l ow risk. The strategy for exporting may be to uti lize 
an export manageme nt company . Export management companies are manufacturers' 
respresen tativ es t hat sell in world marke t s . An export managemen t company can 
provide marketing management tha t a small firm i s unable t6 supply . Some of 
the f unctions of a n export management company include doing research and 
p l a nning , imple menting promotional pla n s , c r eat i n g distribution, processin g 
orders, and in some cases assuming financial risk . The second level of 
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commitment and risk in the continuum is to export by means of company-01vned 
foreign outlets. This signifies investments in overseas sales off ices and 
p e rsonnel. The t hird level involves exporting through company/host country 
arrangements. Usually exporting at this level indicates a large v olume of 
sales going to the specific host country. The fourth and highest level of 
commitment and risk is to export by means of direct investment . This involves 
the building of manufacturing facilities in other countries. 
As a firm assumes a higher level of risk and commitment, the potential 
for higher profits increases. Often a firm ~-.rill mak e incremental cha nges in 
its risk and commitment level, progressing to the next l evel following success 
at previous levels (Hhite and Rao, 1985). Also it is possible for a firm to 
be a t different levels of risk a nd commitment in different foreign ma rkets. 
Fo r e xample, one may enter a n ew country such as Indian on a join venture 
basis due to legal requirements of the country. 
Marketing Orientation 
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1985) divided firms that export into three 
groups; ma rketer, quasi-marketer, and seller. A marketer focus es on n eeds in 
the fore i gn market and pra ctices product adaptation a nd market segmentation 
~-.rithin each foreign ma rke t. A marketer may ~·Jell assume a v1o r l d orientat ion in 
the se lection of countries to serve. The other e x treme a mong exporters i s the 
seller . The selle r i s a firm ~-.rhich exports its products using neither product 
adaptation nor market segmentation . Rather than a world orientation, the 
s eller distributes its products primarily to t he countries nearest its 
fac ili t i e s, the nearest n e ighbor a pproach . Th i s a pproach focuses on c osts a nd 
ease of exporting rather tha n on need satis f action. Be tween the two extreme s 
des c ribed above is t he quasi-marke ter who practices e i t her product adaptation 
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or market s egmentation , but not b oth concurrently. The quasi-marketer may 
have either a Horld or nearest neighbor marketing orientation . 
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1985 ) found that firms using a strategy of \vorld 
orientation, product adaptation, and market segmentation were more likely to 
have a continuing high level of successful e xport performance. This export 
performance i s measured by the v a riables of export growth and e xport intensity 
(percent of firm's sales v1hich are international). 
International Product Life Cycle 
Onkvisit and Sha\•7 (1983) divide firms into stages by means of an 
internationa l product life cycle (IPLC) . There are f our distinctive stages in 
the I PLC. These a r e overseas innovation, maturity, Horldwide imitations, a nd 
reversal. Th e product goes t hrough the standard product life cyc l e stages o f 
i n troduction , groHth, maturity, and decline within its origina l market. 
The IPLC b egins Hhen a firm initiates exporting , regard l ess of the 
product life cycle in t he domestic market . In this ove r seas innova tion stage , 
the innovating firm will look to overseas markets because the technolog ical 
breakthrough creating the new product in turn creates a corresponding 
technological gap in other countries. The innovating company often logically 
ch ooses oth er a dvan ced n at ions because of the ir simila r n eeds and high i ncome 
l evels . As t h e prod uct moves through this stage and expor ting grows, there 
Hill b e increased expor t s from the United Sta t e s a nd correspondingl y i ncreas ed 
imports by o ther deve l oped countries (Onkvis i t a nd Sha H, 1 983 ). 
At s ome point, a firm enters into the maturity stage charac t erized by 
stability o f s ales and exports . Demand for these products are increas ing, but 
t h at do e s not n e c es s a ry mean more exports for t he United States . Compan ies in 
other advanced countr i es begin local p roduct i on of t he product. As t he 
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product move further into this stage of the IPLC, exports to developed 
c ountries decrease and exports to less dev e loped countries increase. 
The third stage of ~..rorldHide imitation i s evidenced when exports from the 
United States decline. This h appens even though the demand from less 
developed countries remains constant because other advanced nations are 
self-suf ficient a nd beginning to take over some of the demand of t h e l e ss 
developed countries. As demand for United States exports declines , economies 
of scale are lessened with resulting higher production costs . Toward the end 
of this stage, United Sta t es exports in t h e product are a are all but 
nonex istent and production exists mostly for local consumption. 
The fourth and final stage in the I PLC is the reversal stage in Hhich the 
United States is no longer an exporter and may even be f orced to become an 
importer of the produ ct. Th e ma jor func t ional characteris t ics of this stage 
are product standardization and comparative disadvantage. Product 
standardization allows even less developed c ountr ies to produce simple 
vers ions of the product. Comparative disadvantage is the result of the 
product no longer being capital-intensive or tech nology-intensive , but instead 
b ecoming l abor -intensive. At this stage consumers become very price sensitive 
and United States manufacturers a r e often undersold in their 0"\•ffi markets 
(Onkvisit and Sha~..r, 1983). 
The IPLC is most appl icable in situations where products are related 
through some common techno l ogy. These products u sually posses functional 
utility rather than aesth e tic value. Any product which can be standardized 
can be expected to go through the stages of the IPLC (Onkvisit a nd Shaw, 
1983). 
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Evolutionary Processes 
Johanson and Vahlne (1977) have proposed a dynamic model of 
internationalization where firms can be classified according to decision 
stages. The outcome of one decision constitutes the input of the next 
d e cision. The multi-stage decision inputs considered in t he model are foreign 
market commitment ( resourc es committed to foreign markets) and market 
kno\vledge . The change aspects in the model are decisions to commit resources 
and the performance of current business activities. Market kno\vledge and 
market commitment are assumed to affect both commitment decisions and the way 
current activities are performed. The results of these decisions then change 
the market commitment and knowledge. The model is thus continually evolving 
as decisions concerning exporting are made. 
Cavusgil (1984 ) has defined three l evels of e xporting activity: 
experimental, active, and committed exporting involvement. These three levels 
of internationalization exhibit an evolutionary process. The sequential 
n ature of this process can be attributed to greater perce ived risk associated 
\vith international business decisions, tentative nature of managerial 
expectations, and great er geniune uncertainty. 
Experimental involvement characterizes firms that h ave very little 
commitment to overseas developme nt. Entry into exporting is usually prompte d 
by unsoli c ited inquiries from f oreign firms. The firm responds to these 
inquiries in a reactive manner and t ends to treat international business as 
marginal . Export sales u sua lly cons titute less than ten p e rcent of total 
sales and very fe\v foreign markets are involved. Active involveme nt occurs 
when the firm's management recognizes the important con t ributions 
internationa l busines s can make toward corpora t e goals and objec t ives . Unused 
capacity may be allocated to export orders. Products are adapted to meet t h e 
s pecific needs of overseas c ustomers. Exporting is no longer considered a 
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marginal business and higher leve l management becomes involved in decisions 
regarding internationa l business. The final stage which firms may reach in 
the internationalization process is committed involvement . A committed 
exporter searches for business opportunities world"lvide and d oes not restrict 
itself to tra ditional markets . There may be little difference in forei gn and 
domestic selling efforts. This highest level of internationalization may also 
i nclude di rect investment in oversears production f acilities , s ales 
subsidiaries, and "lvorldwide sourcing arrangements (Cavusgil, 1984) . 
Bilky and Tesar (1977) also believe that the exporting process is 
evolutionary . They hav e divided the process into six distintiv e and 
sequential stages. These stages are summarized as fo llows: 
Stage One : Management is not interested in e xporting and will not even 
fill an unsolicited export order. 
Stage THo: Management will fill an unsolicited export orde r but will 
make no further efforts to explore e xporting feasibility . 
Stage Three: Management actively explores the feasibility of exporting 
activity . 
Stage Four: The firm ex ports on an experimental basis to some 
psychologically close country. 
Stage Five: The firm i s an experienced exporter to one country and 
adj usts exports optimal ly to changes in exchange rates , tariffs, and 
othe r exporting variables. 
Stage Six : Management explores the feasibility of exporting to 
additional countries that are psychologically further a"\olay . 
Although some stages in this model may be skipped by some firms, most 
firms according to Bilkey and Tesar (1977) do progress through the se six level 
of internat i onal ization. 
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Combination of Exporting Processes 
Suzman a nd Wortzel (1984) have combined t he techniques of profiling firms 
and assigning exporting strategies. For each type of firm which includes ne~v 
innovators, mature innovators, adaptors, and marke ters, they recommend one or 
more of three exporting strategies including responder, imitator, and 
entrepreneur. Before listing t he specific recommendations suggested by Suzman 
and Wortzel, it is necessa ry to define their categories of firms a nd exporting 
strategies . 
A neH innovator is a firm which has recently developed h igh technology or 
has a unique product. Its energy is devoted t o improving products and 
production techniques in order to mass produce its product. The only other 
compe titors this t y pe of f i rm faces is other United States firms. The 
strengths of the new innovator lie i n its research and developmen t abilities 
and not in its marketing strategies. 
Mature innovators are larger, older, a nd t echnologically b a sed 
companies . These companies have a high Horld\>Jide marketshare and extensive 
geographical distribution. Although product offering from mature innovators 
ma y not be unique, they are also not totally standardized. The ir main source 
of competition i s other firms in t he United St ates and oth er a dva n ced 
countrie s. Product differen tiation is the major marketing thrus t o f these 
companies. 
Adaptors u se a strategy of applying their t e chnica l expertise to modify 
standard products and processes to meet the spec i fi c n eed of their cus t omers . 
These companies are often smaller, fl exible firms tha t t end .to concentrate on 
a f ew l es s deve lope d markets . 
The final category o f firm i s the markete r. These are f i rms sell 
products that have no dist i n c tive t echnology and no differentiating featu res . 
The success of these firms is du e to the i r ma rketing skill. Marke t e rs h ave 
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many competitors both domes tically and in foreign countries (Suzman and 
Hartzel, 1977). 
The export marketing strategies \vhich a re described by Suzman and \.Jortzel 
begin with the responder strategy. The responder develops an export business 
based on unsolicited inquiries and orders. Bas ed on these orders it tries to 
find the characteristics of its customers and then looks for potential 
cus tomers with similar qualities . The responder uses its existing customers 
as marketing research sources. The result of this strategy is a well 
diversified geographical distribution, but no strong position in any one 
market. 
The imitator strategy is based on finding markets in which exports of 
similar products have been successful and then exporting to those markets . 
Trade data is analyzed by the imitator to determine which markets are 
appropriate f or its products. Successful marketing and distribution 
strategies are duplicated by the imitator. This strategy can result in 
obtaining a s i gnificant market share in circumstances where the market i s 
gro~•ing or competing firms are not actively pursuing growth. However, the 
strategy can give dismal results in a static market with tenacious 
competitors. 
The third and final exporting strategy discussed by Suzma n a nd Wortzel is 
the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur actively searches for potential marke t s. 
Large potential markets and the best means to exploit these markets are 
researched by the entreprene ur. Successful pursui t of this strategy requires 
a firm that is \villing to invest considerable time and effor.t into information 
collection and analys is. Because of this initial inves tment of time and 
money, this strategy is no t without risk. Hm·1ev er, t he resul t can b e a 
significant n eH mark et Hhich t h e exporter may have exclusively to itself. 
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I n matching the firm profiles and exporting strategies Suzman and \~ortzel 
suggest a responder or entrepreneur strategy for the new innova t or . The 
imitator strategy is not f easible as the n ew innovator's product is unique. 
Using the responder and then the entrepren eur strategies sequentially i s the 
ideal situation. The mature innovator should use an entrepreneur exproting 
strategy. Th i s firm is past the e a rly growth stages in \vhich the responder 
strategy can be useful. The adaptor firm should also use the entrepreneur 
strategy. It strengths lie in its flexibility and receptiveness to new 
idea s. An a ggressive entrepreneur strategy can h elp supply those ne\v ideas 
and n ew markets . Finally, the marketer firm should use an imitator s trate gy . 
The marketer's produc t line is not distinctive and is probably being exported 
o r produced in most areas of the world. The success of the imitator strategy 
Hill depend on the market e r's ability to identify countries in \vhich it can 
use its marketing and sal es skills to gain a marketing advantage over pre sent 
exporters. Continued succes requires a combination of innovation, adaptation, 
and marketing expertise. The s uccess f ul exporter \vi ll design an appropriate 
marketing strategy to fit it particular technological orien tation and the 
n eeds of its export marke ts (Suzman and Wortzel , 1977). 
In Summary 
Al though several models of the firm's exporting process have been 
discussed above, no one model seems to be more correct than the others. 
Dichtl , Leibold, Koglmayr, and Muller describe the perfect export decision 
model as be ing complex, explicative , dynamic, and micro-economic. It Hould 
incorporate a l arge numbe r of variables \vhich would exp l ain as \ve ll a s 
describe the model a nd it would follow a decision over a per i od of time . 
HoHeve r , give n the nature of the subject ma t ter , a perfect model would b e 
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very difficult to tes t empirically. Thus the above models test only portions 
of the ideal overall model. 
Decision Variables in Exporting 
Thus far in the review of e xport marketing literature, broad models of 
export decision-making and export behavior have been examined. In the 
foll oHing section a number of specific components of the models\vhich have been 
determined to influence a firm's decision to export or expand export 
act i vities will be discuss ed. 
Exporting Goals 
The export decision will be strongly dependent on the goals associated 
with that decision (Hilger and Hoover, 1983). I f the firm has tactical goals 
for exporting , i t will likely consider exporting as a reaction to negative 
domestic e conomic or market condi tions. If the fir m tends to be a short-term 
opportunity seeker, government programs are a major stimulant to export. A 
firm \vhich h a s strategic goals involving export opportunities will rely more 
on variables such as for eign demand and attractive foreign economic 
conditions. These same firms are wary of the United States regulatory 
environment and the effects it may have on their long-range future plans. 
Firms with a strategic orientation also rely on their O\m export experience to 
be a stimulus to further export activity. 
Organizational Traits 
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1984) list a set of organizational 
characteristics which they believe are tied to a firm's e xport performance . 
These variables are divide d into categories of firm demographics, firm market 
characteristics, and firm technological orientation. Th e major demo g raph1c 
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variable considered is firm size Hhich is measured both by sale s volume and 
number of employees. The firm's market characteristic '"hich s e em linke d to 
export performance include: level of export restraints, domestic marke t 
potential , foreign market potential, and domestic ma rket share. The 
technological factors which appear t o be relevant include : the percent of 
sales spent on R&D, the number of patents a firm owns, the percent of sales 
made by new products, the R&D success rating, technologgy and product 
advantages of the firm, product quality, and the product concentration index. 
Management Orientation 
Cavusgil (19 84) also concentrates on managerial orientations as they link 
to export activity . These organizational characteristics are divided into 
four broad categories . The first of these c a tegories is differential firm 
advantages. These tend to be conducive features of the firm's products, 
markets, technological knotv -how , or resources. Examples of product related 
advantages include competitively priced products, technically superior 
products, patented products, or unique products. 
The second categor y of organizational characteristics deals wi t h 
man agement aspirations for business goals. These aspirations includ e such 
goal s as groHth, prof i ts , and ma rket deve l opment. Aspiration leve l s are used 
by Cavusgi l (1 984) as a determinant of risk- taking b ehavior. 
The t hird category of f ac tors i s comprised of managemen t expectations 
ab out the effects of exporting on business goals. These expectation s reflect 
the decision-make r ' s present knowledge as well as his perceptions of futur e 
events . Environmental v a r iab l es such a s unsolicited orders from forei gn 
buyers and fluctuat ions in excha nge rates a re reflected in t h e manageria l 
assessme nts . 
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The fourth group of determinants can be identified as the lev el of 
organizational commitment to export marketing. This includes t he commitment 
of managerial and financi a l resources. Some of the export - related activities 
which are examined include the gathering of foreign market information, the 
asses sment of foreign marke t potentials, the formulation of basic e x port 
policies, and the planning of export marketing. These four groups of 
organizational features are not considered to be a cause of exporting, but are 
determinants of export marketing behavior (Cavusgil and Nevin, 1981). 
Managerial Traits 
Rath er than examine broad organizational features as export determinants, 
Reid ( 1981) focuses on individual characteristics of upper management. 
Manage rial knmvledge , attitude, and motivation are factor s \olhich are 
e xamined. These include individual antecedents such as type and level of 
education, foreign national ity, ability to speak foreign languages , and extent 
of for e ign travel. Reid a lso conside rs cont a ct with occupational reference 
groups such as trade associations a s a factor which would enhance a manager's 
ability to evaluate f oreign market stimuli. 
Sood and Ada ms (1984) a lso consider management v ariables to be a 
indicator of export performance and behavior. However, instead of ma nagerial 
variables such as educat ion and experience, the focus is on t he learning 
styles of managers. They found t hat executives \•lith companies more involved 
in exporting t end to have a more concrete (vers u s abs tra c t) learing style. 
However, evide n ce for this hypothesis is far from strong a s s ome executives, 
such as thos e in t he furni ture bus iness, t end to be more abstract in their 
learning styl e s and this does not affe ct the exporting p erformance. The 
dominant learning characteristic in mos t e xecutive s a ppears to b e a f u t u re 
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orie ntation. Th is agrees Hith Cavusgil's (19 84) statement that one of the key 
reasons for e xporting Has long-range success. 
Firm Size 
One variab l e Hh i ch has been studied by several authors is the s i ze o f the 
firm involved Hith the exporting decision . Results of these studies h ave been 
mix ed . Accord i ng to Bilkey (1978), four early studies performed by Perkett, 
Tookey, and the State of Minnesota found positive cross-sectional relationship 
bet~·Te en firm size and the p e rcent of firms that e x port. HoHever, other 
studies such as Bilkey and Tesar's (1977) examination of small Wisconsin firm 
has shmvn that size ~vas relatively unimportant to export behavior when the 
quality a nd dynamism of the firm's management was t aken into account. 
Exp orting is not limited to large firms . Small and medium - sized firms can 
export successfully. Czinkota and Johnston (1983 ) found interesting 
differences in exporting attitudes, perceived p rob lems, and ac tivities based 
on the size of the firm , but declared these differences to b e very subtle. 
Overall, they found small and medium-sized firms to be similar in exporting 
behav ior . Cavusgil (1984) found that size appears to be a de terrent of 
-initiating or e x panding exporting ac t i v ity i n very small firms. HoHever, 
beyond this the relationsh ip betHeen size and e xport activities rema ins 
vague. Exports many b e e s pecially attractive to smaller firms during periods 
of domestic recession or depres sion (Czinkota and Johnston, 1983). 
Terpstra (1983) focus es on the importance of critical mass and economies 
of scale in each of the international marketing activities necessary for 
successful e xporting. The major activi ties h e e x amines are ma rket research, 
product deve l opment and management, pricing, distribution, and promotion . In 
each of these international marketing activi ties, Terpstra argues that firms 
must have a cr it ical mass and economies of scale to achieve success in 
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exporting. This does not necessari l y mean that a fi rm must be l arge to 
succeed internationally . Smaller firms may pool their resources or use 
outside agencies such as export trading companies to achieve a critical mass. 
In Summary 
As seen with models concerning export decision-making and processes, many 
factors may influence a company's export behavior. However, no one set of 
factors has been discerned that can be applied to all exporting situations. 
Most of the factors discussed above apply predominantly to small and 
meduim-sized firms. Larger f irms are often carried into export decisions by 
the momentum of their size. 
Barriers to Exporting 
Along with factors that stimulate exporting entry and expansion, it is 
i mpor t ant to study factors which are obstacles to the process. Again, 
different studies h ave turned up different sets of important exporting 
barrie r s. Figure 3 is a summary of severa l studies and the b arriers found to 
b e predominant in each study. 
One important po i nt which is mentione d by several authors (Kaynak and 
Ko thari , 1981 and Bilkey, 1978) is that there is a diffe rence b et\veen 
nonexporters' and exporters' perceptions of the problems involved in the 
exporting process . Nonexporters tend to perceive the l ack of informa tion on 
fore ign markets as the major problem, whi le exporters a re more conce rned with 
specific expor ting procedures. Bilkey (197 8) also state s that the types of 
obstacles perce ived tend to vary by i ndustry and t h e firm's export stage. 
Bilkey and Tesar (1977) have expanded upon the idea that the problems 
faced by exporters v a ry depending upon the exportin g sta ge of the f irm. Th e 
following list of problems v ary directly with the exporting stage - or th& 
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further advanced the export stage, the greater the percent of firms tha t 
viewed these as barriers to exporting: d ifficulty in unders tanding forei gn 
busines s practices, diffe rnt product standards and customer requirements in 
foreign countries which make United States products unsuitable for export, 
difficulty in collecting payment from foreign markets , and difficulty in 
obtaining ade quate representation in foreign countries . One perceived 
barrier, difficulty in obtaining funds to initiate exporting, was inversely 
related to the export stage of the firm. 
Czinkota and Ricks (1983) attempt to use multiple meas ures to accurately 
asse ss the problems facing expor t ers. The ir hypothesis is that the r esults of 
export problem studies will vary (and have varied) depending upon the exact 
questions raised b y the researchers. They asked three ques t ions concerning 
the ranking of exporting prob l ems to a sample of ex porters. These questions 
were phrased in a way similar to previous s tudies done by other researchers . 
They f ound that their hypo thes is wa s not rejected. Exporters did tend to 
a n swer the d iffer ently worded questions in different mann ers. This cou ld be 
why many of the previous s tudies d iscussed had such varying results. 
Export Marke ting Information Needs 
In most of the studies mentioned above, one maj or problem f aced by 
exporters and potential exporters is the lack of marketing information 
con cerning foreign demand. Marketing r ese arch is commonly conducted in the 
Unite d States v1hen a n e\·1 product is to b e i ntr oduced . Few decisions are made 
in the domestic marke tplace without prior resea r c h done on the fe a sib ility of 
the deci s ion. Ho\veve r, exporters have not continued t hi s prac tice o f 
market ing research i nto the i r i nterna t i onal ma rkets. 
According to Cavusgil ( 1 985 ) many compani es s h ould be involve d in the 
ma rket research of foreign opport unities. He defines marke t research as the 
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applying of logic and objectivity to the s ystematic design, collection, 
analysis, and reporting of data and f indings concerning interna t iona l 
marke ts . The information gained from t his research c an aid in reducing 
uncertainty , pinpointing solutions and determining appropriate marketing 
strategies. One major concern of export marketers is the sales potential in a 
selected market for the company's product(s) . The next area of conce rn is the 
identification and selection of a means to distribute the product in the 
overseas market. 
HoHever, Cavusgil states tha t the complexity of foreign research done by 
57 % of the executives of exporting companies could b e described as "simple" or 
"very simple''. Only 14% of the respondents applied more rigorous techniques 
such as r egression or econometric forecasting in analyzing foreign market 
research data . Overall, f o r e ign market r esearch Has mor e sub jective and l ess 
precise than the research done on domestic markets. Executives surveyed by 
Cavusgil attributed this to the l i mited experience o f manage r s in conducting 
expor t marke t r esearch a n d t h e di f fi culti es of gather i ng relev ant, timel y, and 
a ccura te informat ion. The extent and complexi t y of market research v aried 
Hith the amount of risk associated with the e xporting decision. The larger 
the degr ee of risk, the more effort was put i n to exp ort marke t research . 
Te rp s t ra (198 3) s tates that one major deterrent to exporting is the 
kno\vledge cost inv olved Hith export market r esearch. International 
inf ormat i on cos t s ma y b e higher f or sev eral r eas ons i nclud i ng: there are a 
large number of foreign markets , t h e f i r m is f urther a\vay from the f o r eign 
markets, the firm is l ess familiar Hith the f oreign culture and marketing, 
statistics a r e oft e n l ess availab l e a nd relia b le in fore i gn countrie s , and 
lan guage differences may requ ire mul tip le t ranslations . It is a lso possible 
t hat the value of information may be l ess because of the smaller size of t h e 
fore i gn marke ts c ompa r e d to t he fi rm's domes t i c ma r ke t. 
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Summary 
Many of the i ssues discu ssed above will b e examined i n this study. A 
list of research ob j ec tives c an be found in the next section of the paper . 
Because of the exploratory n a ture of the study, complex issues such as 
managerial and organizational traits were not considered. It is probable that 
these ~vill be looked at in future studies. I nstead firm demographics , e xport 
intens ity, and export behavior have been studied to determine the educational 
needs of Oklahoma manufacturers. 
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